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0 • INTRODUCTION 
Let V be a vector space of dimension 2n ~ 8 over a field K equipped 
with a non-degenerate quadratic form Q with maximal Witt index (so totally 
singular subspaces of dimension n exist). Let M denote the collection of 
maximal totally singular subspaces of V. If we define the relation x F:::f y, 
for x,y EM, if and only if di~x/xny is even, then it is well-known that 
F:::f is an equivalence relation with two equivalence classes. Let P denote 
one of these classes. Let L be the collection of totally singular subspaces 
of V with linear dimension n-2. Then (P,L, s u 2) is an incidence structure 
known as D .(K) or D .(K). The purpose of this paper is to characterize 
n,max n1 n 
these incidence structures. This extends part of Theorem B of [4]. As an ap-
plication of our results, in sections 5 and 6 we obtain another proof of 
Cameron's characterization of the dual polar spaces •of type D. 
n 
I. DEFINITION AND NOTATION 
(I.I) DEFINITION. By an incidence st!'Ucture here we will mean a pair of dis-
joint sets P and L whose members we call points and Zines respectively, to-. 
gether with a symetric relation between them, such that each lin~ is incident 
with at least two points. If every line is incident with at least three points 
then we say (P,L) is thick. 
(1.2) DEFINITION. An incidence structure (P,L;I) is a partiaZ Zinear space 
(pls) if two points lie on at most one line. 
When (P,L;I) is a pls then no two lines are incident with the same points. 
Then we may identify a line with the points it is incident to and replace I 
with symmetrized inclusion. We will do this throughout this paper, and drop 
the relation I. 
(1.3) DEFINITION. The point-graph of (P,L) is the graph (P,r) with vertex 
set P and edge set consisting of pairs of points which are collinear • 
.L (1.4) NOTATION. If (P,r) is the point-graph of (P,L), then x = 
{x} u {y {x,y} E r} • 
If X c P X.l = n x.l, and Rad(X) = X n X.l. 
XEX 
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(1.5) DEFINITION. If (P,f) is a graph and x,y € P, then a path of of length 
n from x to y is a sequence x = xO,x1, ••• ,xn = y with 
{x.,x. 1} € 1 1+ r for i = O,1, ••• ,n-1. If such a path exists, then the distance 
from x toy, denoted d(x,y), is the length of the shortest path from x to y 
(such a path is called a geodesic or g - path). If no path connects x and y, 
then we write d(x,y) = + oo. 
(P,L) is connected if for each pair x,y € P, d(x,y) < 00 , and in this 
case diam (P,r) = sup{d(x,y): x,y € P1. If X,Y E P, then 
d(X,Y) = min{d(x,y): X € X, y E Y}. 
(I.6) NOTATION. If (P,r) is a graph, x E P, then rk(x) = {y E P: d(x,y) = k}. 
In [lU] D.G. Higman introduced the notion of a garrona space. This notion· is 
generalized in [3] to 
(1.7) DEFINITION. An incidence structure (P,L) with point graph (P,r) is a 
strong garrona space if whenever x E P, l EL with d(x,l) = k, then either 
l E rk(x) or ll n rk(x)I = 1. 
(I.8) DEFINITION. (P,L) an incidence structure with point-graph (P,r). A 
subset X of Pis a subspace if whenever a line -t'.. m-ets X in a least: two 
points, then l is contained in X. Xis a singular subspace if Xis a clique. 
The rank of a singular subspace X, denote rk(x), is defined to be the length 
of a maximal chain of properly ascending subspaces. For example the rank of 
a point os O, of a line 1. We will call singular subspaces of rank two 
ptanes. By convention the empty set has rank -1. 
(1.9) NOTATION. If (P,L) is an incidence structure, and K some collection 
of subspaces, and XS P, then KX ={KE K: XE K} and K(X) ={KE K: KS X}. 
We denote the collection of all subspaces of by Sub, planes by~' and sin-
gular subspaces by Sing. 
(1.10) DEFINITION. For XS P, <X> will denote the subspace spanned by 
X, <X> = US€Subx s. 
(1.11) DEFINITION. A polar space is an incidence structure (P,L) such that 
for any point-line pair x,l, either Xis collinear with one or all points 
of l [alternatively a (strong) gamma space in which d(x,l) ~ 1]. The polar 
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space is non-degenerate if Rad(P) = 0. The theorems of BUEKENHOUT and SHULT, 
[I], TITS [5] and VELDKAMP [7] classify the non degenerate polar spaces all 
of whose singular subspaces have finite 'rank. Then rk(P,L) = 
= max{rk M: ME Sing}+ I. 
It is our goal in this paper to characterize incidence structures (P,L) 
with point graph (P,r) which satisfy.the following axioms 
(Dl)(P,L) is thick and connected, (P,r) is not complete; 
(D2) For d(x,y) = 2,({x,y}L,L({x,y}L)) is a thick non-degenerate polar space 
of rank three. If x,l is a point line pair with l £ r 2(x), then xL n lL is 
a singular subspace maximal in {x,y}L for each y El. 
(D3) (P,L) is a strong gamma space. If l ~ rk(x) with k ~ 3, then 
0 ~ lL n rk-l (x) E Sing. 
We now describe the typical example: 
Let V be a vector space of dimension 2n ~ 8 ever a field Kand Q a non-
degenerate quadratic form on V with maximal with index (i.e. so that there 
exists subspaces U of dimension n with Q(U) = {O}). Let M be the collection 
of such subspaces. Define U1 ~ U2, for U1,U2 EM if dimUi,/U 1 nu2 is even. 
Then it is well known that~ is an equivalence relation with two equivalence 
classes. Let P be either of these classes. We will define a set of lines on 
P: for U1,U2 E P we define U1 and U2 to be collinear if dim Ui/U1 n U2 = 2 
and then l(U 1,U2) = {U E P: U 2 U1 n U2}. Define L = {l(U1,U2) : U1,U2 col-
linear}. Then we denote (P,L) by D (K). 
n,n 
In [4] it is remarked that D (K) arises as a Lie incidence structure 
n,n 
and satisfies (DI) and (D2). By [3] it follows that D (K) is a strong 
n,n 
gannna space, we next prove 
(1.13) PROPOSITION. (P,L) satisfies (D3). 
PROOF. Let l EL, XE P with l S rk(x),k ~ 
a singular subspace. Let y El, and z E yL 
L 3. We must show l n rk_ 1(x) 
n rk_ 1(x). We assert that 
z ~ y n x. If not, then there is linear three-subspace, N, contained in 
z n x, with y n N = 0. Then z n y s N' n y (here N' is the collection of all 
vectors of V orthogonal to N), but dim z n y = n-2, dim N' n y = ri-3, so we 
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have a contradiction. Thus our assertion follows. 
Now set U = n O y , so U is a totally singular n - 2 subspace of V. Since Y€ .(.. 
l .=. rk(x) ,dim x/x n y = 2k for each y € l. Then we must have dim Un x 
n -1 - 2k and dim Un x = n + 1 - 2k, so that there is a subspace A of dimen-
sion two in U'n x complimenting Un x. Set M = U $ A, N =Mn x. Note that 
M € M \ P. Let 
6 = { z = (M n W' ) + W : W .=. x, W .:: M n x, dim W /M n x = 1 } • 
Then clearly 6 is a singular subspace of (P,L) with rank 2k - 2, and 
.L 6 .=. l n rk_ 1(x). Thus to prove the proposition it suffices to prove 
.L l n r k- l (x) .=. 6 • 
Let z € l.L n rk_ 1(.x). Then from the very beginning of the proof 
z2<yn x:y € l> = U'nx =Mn x. Now since dim z n x = n+2 -2k, 
if W = z n x, then W contains Mn x as a hyperplane. Now z must equal 
(W'n y) + W, for each y € l. But (W'n y) + W = (M nW') +Wand z € 6 as desired. 
The main result of this paper is 
(1.14) THEOREM. Let (P,L) be an incidence structure whose ma:x;imal singular 
subspaces all have finite rank, and satisfies (Dl)-(D3): Then either (P,L) 
is a thick, non-degenerate polar space of rank 4 or for some k ~ 5 and field 
K, (P,L) is isomorphic to D (K). 
n,n 
2. PRELIMINARY LEMMAS 
(2.1) LEMMA. Let y € r 2(x). Then S(x,y) = <x,y, {x,y}.L> is a polar spce of 
rank four. Moreover, if x' ,y' € S(x,y) with y' I (x') .L, then S(x' ,y') = 
S(x,y). 
PROOF. See (3.9) and the corollary to (3.11) in [4] • 
.L (2.2) NOTATION. The subspaces S(x,y) = <x,y} > , where d(x,y) = 2, will be 
called Syrrrplectons or Symps. We denote the collection of all symps by Symp. 
(2. 3) LEMMA. If x € P, l € L with l .=. x.L\ {x}, then there is an 
S € Symp. 
PROOF. See (3.12) of [4]. 
(2.4) COROLLARY. If ME Sing, then (M,L(M)) is a Desarguesion projective 
==== 
space. 
PROOF. By VEBLEN and YOUNG [6], we n.eed only prove the result if 
M = <l,x> with x E P, l E L, £. .::_ x.l \ {x}. However, this case follows from 
(2.3) and Tits' classification of polar spaces [5] . 
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. (2.5) NOTATION. ~ is the subset of Sing of singular subspaces which contain 
lines as maximal subspaces. We call elements of~ planes. 
(2.6) LEMMA. If there exists a pair x,w E P with d(x,w) = 2 and for each 
l E L , l n r (w) I- 0 , then (P ,L) is a thick, nondegenerate po Zar space of 
X 
rank 4. 
PROOF. See (3. 13) of [4] . 
3. INCIDENCE STRUCTURES INDUCED AT A POINT 
In this section we induce an incidence structure at a point, called the 
residue of the point and identify its structure. Thus, let x E P. The points 
of the residue are the lines on x,Lx, the lines are the planes on x, ~x' 
with ordinary inclusion as incidence, Thus, if l, m EL , l,m will be col-
x 
linear in the residue if and only if m .::_ l.L , and then the line on l and m 
is L ( <l,m>). For l E L , r (£.) = {m E L (£..1) - {£.} } • We first prove 
X X X X 
(3.1) LEMMA. (L ,V) is a thick, gcurona space whose point graph (L ,r) has 
X =X X X 
diameter two and satisfies 
(AI) It l, m EL and mi r (l), then r (l) nr (m), together with its lines, X X X X 
is a non-degenerate generalized quadrangle and 
(A2) If V ,::: V , l E L such that L (V) n r (£.) = 0 , and 
•X X X X 
C (V ,l) = <m E L : l ,L (V) c r (m) > E V • 
X X X - X =X 
PROOF. Clearly 
Let l EL ,VE 
X 
m1 ,m2 E Lx,, (V) 
(L ,V) is thick. We 
X =x 
V and suppose Ir (l) 
=x X 
.L 
such that m1,m2 .::_ £.. 
first show (1 ,N) is a gamma space. 
X X 
n Lx (V) I ;::: 2 • Then there are 
.L Then V = <m 1,m2> .::_ l, and hence 
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L (V) c r (i.) • 
X - X 
Next suppose l = xa, m = xb EL, m Ir (i.). Then d(a,b) ~ 2. Since 
X X 
.,x E {a, bl, d(a, b) = 2. Then {a, b}.L is a polar-space of rank 3, in particu-
.L .L .L .L lar {a,b} n x ; 0. If c E {a,b} n x, then xc Er (i.) n r (m), so diam 
.LX X 
{L ,r } = 2. Also see that r (l) n r (m) = L ({a,b} ), and so is a non-de-
x X X X X 
generate generalized quadrangle. Therefore (Al) is satisfied. 
Finally, suppose VE V, l EL, r (l) n L (V) = 0. Let 
=x .L X X X .L .L 
k E L(V)\L, a E i.\{x}. Then a nm= 0. However, a nm ; 0, since 
.L ! .L .L . 
x Ea nm. Therefore a nm EV. It is clear to see that C (V,l) = 
.L .L ~ X 
= a nm, and the lemma is completed. 
(3.2) COROLLARY. For each x, there is an integer 
Kx such that (Lx,~x) is isomorphic to An , 2 <Kx). 
X 
N ~ 3, and division ring 
X 
PROOF. Here A 2 (K) is the gannna space whose points are the projective lines n, 
in PG(n+l,K), and the lines are in one-one corresponse· with incident pairs 
(w0 ,w2) where O is a projective point and w2 a projective plane, and the 
line is the pencil determined by (w0 ,w 2). The corollary follows from (3.1) 
and Theorem A of [2J and [4J. 
(3.3) LEMMA. The graph (P,r2) is connected. 
PROOF. Since (P,r) is connected it suffices to prove if y E r(x), then 
r 2(x) n r 2(y); 0. By (2.3), if l = xy, then Sympi.; 0. If SE Sympl, then 
r2 (x) n r2 (y) n s; 0. 
(3.4) LEMMA. For each x E P, K is a field. Moreover all the K are isomor-
x X 
phic. 
PROOF. Let x E P, SE~, L (S) is a Symp of (I.,~), and so 
--X X X -X 
L (S) ~ A3 2(K ). From Tits' classification of polar spaces (see section 8 X , X 
of [SJ), it follows that K is a field and S ~ n4 (K ). To prove the latter X X 
part of the lemma it suffices to prove for d(x,y) = 2, then K ~ K. Thus 
. X y 
if d(x,y) = 2, let S = S(x,y). Then S ~ D4(Kx) and S ~ n4(Ky). By (6.13) of 
[SJ it follows that K ~ K. 
X y 
For the sequel we let K be the underlying field. Note that now all 
singular subspaces are projective spaces over K. Those of rank t we denote 
by tP. 
(3.5) LEMMA. Let x,y € P. Then n = n. 
X X 
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PROOF. By connectedness of (P,r) suffices to proven = n for y € r(x). Set 
X y 
l = xy. Then l € L, and (L ,~)=A ·2 (K). Then if M € Sing 0 is choosen X · X -X n , ---L 
so that rk (M) is maximal, then as a iingular subspace of (L ,V ), 
X =x 
(L (M)) = n -1. It therefore follows that rk (M) 
X X 
sidering (L ,V ), we see rk (M) = n and son = y =y y X 
4. PROOF OF THE MAIN THEOREM 
= n. By similarly con-
x 
n as claimed. y 
We now have that there is an integer n ~ 3, and field K such that for 
each point x in P, (Lx'~x) ~ An, 2 (K). We will prove by induction on n that 
(P,L) ~ Dn+l,n+l(K). 
(4.1) LEMMA. If n = 3, then (P,L) ~ D4(K) ~ D4, 4(K). 
PROOF. Let d(x,w) = 2, S = S(x,w). Then in section three we saw S ~ D4 (K) • 
.L However, it follows that x ~ S, and so by (2.5) that P = S. 
(4.2) NOTATION. TI will denote a projective space of rank n over K which 
X 
underlies (L ,V ). 
X =x .L 
Rt= {x,X} x € X ~ x, X € Sub, Lx(X) ~ At, 2(K). For (x,X) € Rt, y € X - {x}, 
we set X equal to y 
.L U .L [S(y,z) n y ]. 
Z€X-y 
Finally let P+ = P and P-
n 
.L 
= {M € 3P : M = M} • 
(4.3) LEMMA. Let S € Symp, x € P\S. If L(Snx.L) ~ 0, then Sn x.L € 3P\P. 
PROOF. Clearly Sn x.L € Sing by (2.1), let l € L(Snx.L) and y € l. Set 
m = x. Consider L. There is a subspace TI (S) of TI of rank three such that y y y y 
L (S) consists of all lines of TI (S). Now l € r (m) n L (S), and, therefore, y y y y 
the line of TI which mis identified with meets TI (S). Then r (m) n L (S) y y y y 
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i i 
,is a singular plane of Ly. Now it follows that Sn x E 3P. As xi Sn x, 
T -s nx E 3P\P . 
(4.4) LEMMA. Assume s 1,s2 E Symp and ~(s 1ns2) I 0. Then s 1 u s 2 E P-. 
PROOF. By (2.1), SI n s2 E Sing. Let x E SI n s2. Lx(Si) are symps of LX, and 
since ~(s 1ns2) I 0, Lx(S 1) n Lx(S2) = L~(s 1ns 2) contains a line of (Lx,~x). 
It then follows that Lx(s 1ns2) is a maximal singular subspace of rank two, 
hence, s 1 n s 2 E P-. 
(4.5) LEMMA. Let (x,X) E Rt, y EX - {x}. Then {y,Xy) E Rt. 
i PROOF. If t = 3, then the result is immediate: for any z EX - y, 
i i X = S(y,z) n x Then Xy = S(y,z) n y and (y,Xy) E R3 , we proceed to prove 
the lennna in a sequence of short steps. We first introduce some notation. 
i ~ (X) ={SE §ymp: Sn x S X}. 
--x --x 
I.Xy E Sub: Let ul,u2 E xy with u2 Eu~. If u2 E YU1 then result is 
clear. Let S. E §ymp (X) with yu. cs. ,i = 1,2. If s 1 = s 2, then the result l. --x l.- l. 
is obvious, so we may assume s 1 I s 2• In particular we may assume 
u 1,u2 E r 2(x), so S. = S(x,u.). Now since s 1 nu~ 2 yu 1, by (4.3), 
i - 1 i i P s 1 n u2 E 3P\P. Then s 1 n u2 n x E 2 , and hence by (4.4), 
i i. p-
<x,SI n u2 n x .·=SI n s2 E • Set M = SI n s2. 
Note that u~ n M = u1 n M. Let NE 2Px(M), i.e. a hyperplane of M containing 
x, with y i N. Let {Mi} E 3PN(Si), i = 1,2,Mi IM (there are unique such 
choices). Then by consideration of Lx we see that M2 s ~ and 
<M1,M2> E 4P. Let vi E Min ut\M, i = 1,2. Now v 1 i u~, for if v 1 Eu~, 
then v 1 E {u2,x}i n s 1 s s 1 n s2 = M, a contradiction. However, 
u1,u2,v 1,v2 E S(u2,v 1), a symp, and so ui n v 1v2 is a point, say v. Now 
vi yi, for if v E yi, then v E {v1,v2}i n yi s s1 n s2 = M. But then 
v2 E <M,vI> S SI, a contradiction. Thus S(u,x) = S(y,s). Since vI,v2 EX 
and Xis a subspace, v EX. Hence S(u,x) E §ymp (X) and u EX. 
--x y 
i II. If uI,u2 E Xy, d{uI,u2) = 2, then S(uI,u2) n y s Xy. 
Pf: Let S. E §ymp (X) n §ymp , i = 1,2. If SI = s2 , then the result is 1. --x --xi 
clear, so assume s 1 I s 2• Then we may also assume uI,u2 E r 2 (x). 
i i i i Let v E {u1,u2} n y. If v Ex, then v E {x,u} s SI' so v E XY in this 
case. Thus assume v E r 2(x). Now consider Ly. The three subspace TIY(Si) of 
TI. meet in a plane U, and this plane contains the line which xy is identi-
1 
fied with. The lines which u.y are identified with meet U in projective 
1 
points pi moreover, since (u1,u2),(ui,x) E r 2,pi are not on xy and, 
pl 'F p2• Now vy "meets" both u1y and u2y. If pi is on vy for some i, then 
vy is contained in TI (S.), where {i,j} = {1,2}, that is vy EL (S.) and 
y J y J 
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v ES., in which case v EX. Thus u.y "meets" vy in a point o. :/: p., i = 1,2. J y 1 1 1 
From this it follows that there are lines m. = w.y EL (S.) n r (xy) n r (vy)· 1 1 y 1 y y 
with m1 Er (m2) (choose lines m. to contain o. and meet xy in points q. 
. y i 1 i i 1 1 
with q1 :/: q2). Now w. E Sin v n x n y artd sow. EX, also d(w1,w2) = 2. i1 . 1 i 
Since y,v E {w1,w2} , S(w1,w2) E Sympx(X) n Sympy. As v E S(w1,w2) n y it 
follows that v EX. 





i i i i i 
z EX n y. Then clearly X n z \y :/: 0. Let w EX n z \y. 
Then z E S(y,w) n yi c X. Thus z EX n xi and we have shown 
- y y i i i X n y s X n x. Conversely, suppose z EX n x. Let 
y i iy i 
SE SympK(X) n Sympyz· Then z ES n x n y s X n y, and we have equality. 
IV. (y,Xy) E Rt" 
Pf: From I. and II., L (X) is a subspace of L, is connected, has diameter y y y 
two, and is 2-closed (i.e. if m1,m2 EL (X) with m i r (m2), then y y I y 
ry(m1) n r (m2) s L (X ). From this it follows that L (X) ~ At' 2(K) for y y y i Yi y ' 
some t'. Now let ME tpxy(X). Then Ms X n y = xy n x •· Hence 
ME t Pxy(Xy) and sot~ t'. On the other hand, by choosing M' E t'pxy(Xy) 
we get M' E t'P (X), and sot'~ t. Thus t = t' and the lenuna is proved. 
xy 
(4.6) DEFINITION. For (x,X), (y,Y) E Rt, write (x,X) ~ (y,Y) if (x,X) = (y,Y) 
or if there exists a sequence 
{(xi,Xi)}~=O ~ Rt with (x0,x0) = (x,X), (xs,Xs) = (y,Y) and such that for 
· each i, x. I E X. and (X.) = X. I. 1+ 1 1 Xi+) 1+ 
Suppose (x,X) E Rt,y E P, and TI= (x0 ,x1, ••• ,xs) a path from x toy. 
We shall say X is defined if there exists a sequence {(x.,X.)}~ 0 in Rt TI 1. 1 1= 
such that x. EX. and (X.) = X.+t· When X is defined each X. is unique-1 1 1 Xi+) 1 TI 1 
ly determined and we set X = X. TI S 
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((4.7) LEMMA. Let (x,X) E Rt,y E xi\X. Set Y = 
(i) If X n yi = {x}, then (y,Y) E Rt+z• 
(ii) If X n yi # {x}, then (y,Y) E Rt+!• 
i U X\ i [S(y,z) n y ]. 
ZE y 
PROOF. In either case Y = (X)y where X = <X,y>. In (i) clearly (x,X) E Rt+Z 
and in (ii) (x,X) E Rt+!' The result follows from (4.5). 
(4.8) LEMMA. Let (x,X) E Rt,y EX - {x}. Then X = (X ) • y X 
PROOF. Since X,X are isomorphic it suffices to y prove X c (X) . ~ y X 
Let u EX. If u E yi, then u EX. 
y i 
r 2 (y). Then S(u,y) n y 
Then since u EX n x, u E (X) 
y i y X 
s X, x E S(u,y) n y, but y Thus assume u E 
i S(y,y) n y S i i x. Choose v E S(u,y) n y, v E r 2 (x). Then v EX and y i 
S(x,v) i n X S (X) . But S(x,v) = S(u,y) and hence u E S(x,v) n x s y X 
i (4.9) LEMMA. Let (x,X) E Rt, a,b EX - {x} with b Ea. Then (Xa)b = 
(X ) • y X 
PROOF. Since (Xa)b, xb E (Rt)b, it suffices to prove¾ s (Xa)b. 
Let d EX - bi, c E S(b,d) n bi. Suppose first that d E ai. Then d EX 
a 
i 
and then S(b,d) n b s (Xa)b. Thus we may assumed E r 2 (a). 
Since (Xa)£ is a subspace it suffices to :how be n (Xa)b fi{b}. Since 
b E r2 (d) and d n be f 0, we may assume c Ed . Suppose cd n a f 0. If 
i i 
a E c, then c EX and then c EX n b c (X )b. Thus we may assume 
a a - a 
i i 
c E r 2 (a). Let c' = cd n a. Then c' E S(a,d) n a s Xa and c' E r 2 (b). 
Then S(b,c') n bi S (Xa)b and this implies c E (Xa)b. Thus we may assume 




i (cd) E 
i 
now that x E c . 
i 
2 P ( { a , c} ) , and 
there is i i an e Ea n (cd) n 
x. Since e EX n ai, e EX. 
a 
Then x i i E (cd) n a Therefore 
i (cd)i is maximal i so a n in {a,c} . Therefore 
r2 (b). Note i i (cd)i contains e E X since a n 
Thus S(b,e) n bi s (Xa)b. However, 
c E bin ei, soc E (Xa)b. 
Therefore. we may assume x '- (cd)i. In particular c E r 2 (x). Now note 
i i that S(b,d) ~ de and S(b,d) n a ~bx.Then by (4.3) S(b,d) n a E 3P. If 
i . i i i M = S(b,d) n a., then Mn (cd) f 0, and hence (cd) n a f 0, and hence 
i i i i by (D2), a n (cd) E 2P. Set a n (cd) = N. x,b '- N. However, N is 
maximal in {a,c}i and b E {a,c}i\N. Therefore, there is an e E N\bi. Now 
i i 
e E S(a,d) n a., so e E Xa c E S(b,e) n b, soc E (Xa)b and we have 
shown ¾ S (Xa.\. 
( 4. IO) LEMMA. ( i) Suppose d (x, y) = k 2 I • Then y.L n r k- 1 (x), together with 
its lines is isomorphic to A2k-I 2 (K). 
(ii) If ls rk(x), then l.L n rk_;(x) E 2k_2P. 
I I 
PROOF. We first show that (ii) is a consequence of (i). Choose y E L By (i) 
y.L n rk_ 1(x) ~ A2k-l, 2 (K). Set Y = <y.L n rk-l (x),y> so (y,Y) E R2k-l and 
consider L ., L (Y) and L Now either r (l) n L (Y) = 0 or r (l) n L (Y) is y· y y y .L y y 
a maximal singular subspace of Ly(Y). Thus, either l n rk_ 1(x) = 0 or 
l.L n rk_ 1(x) E 2k_2P. Since l.L n rk_ 1(x) I 0 by (D2) and (D3), (ii) now 
follows. 
We prove (i) by induction on k 2 I. (i) is obvious fork= I and 2. 
Thus assume (i) is true fork= t 2 2 and suppose k = t +I.Now let 
a E y.L n r /:). By induction a.L n rt-I (x) ~ A2t-I , 2(K). 
Set A= <a,a n rt_ 1 (x)>, so (a,A) E R2t-I" Note that for 
l E La(A), f n rt-I (x) is a point. Since y E rt+l(x),A n y.L = {a}. Now let 
b EA - {a}, sob E r2(y). Let CE S(b,y) n y.L. Then yen b.L 'F 0, and if 
c' E y c n b.L, then c' Er (x) n y.L. Thus, if l EL (S(b,y)), then 
t .L y .L l contains a unique point in y n rt(x). Now by (4.7), if Y = U[S(b,y) n y ], 
b EA - {a} then (y,Y) E R2 1• Since each l EL (Y) contains a unique point 
.L t+ y 
1.n y n rt(x), if we set z = Y n rt(x), then Z ~ A2t+l, 2 (K). 
We next show that W = rt(x) n y.L is a subspace. Suppose u,v El n W. 
Then either l ~ W or there is a unique point w El n r 1(x). But then t-
d(x,y) ~ d(x,w) + d(w,y) = t - I + l = t, a contradiction. Now suppose 
a,b E W, d(a,b) = 2, c E {a,b}.L n y.L. Claim yen WI QI. If yen W = 0, 
.L 
then ye~ rt+l (x). Then by (D3), (ye) n rt(x) E Sing. However, 
a,b E (yc).L n rt(x) and bi a.L, a contradiction. Thus yen WI 0. It fol-
lows that {a,b}.L n Wis a non-degenerate generalized quadrangle, and there-
fore that W ~ A 2(K) for some s 2 2t+l (since W 2 Z). Thus to complete s, 
the proof it suffices to proves= 2t+l. 
Now let a E Wand m E La(W). Then m ~ rt(x) and therefore by induction 
m.L n rt_ 1(x) E 2t_2P(U), U = rt_ 1(x) n a.L. Suppose that m1 , E La(W), but 
m1 ~ m~. Th1en mt n r t-l (x) I mi n r t-l (x). For suppose on the contrary, 
m.L1 n r _ 1(x) =m.L2 n rt_ 1(x) =M. Let b. Em., i = 1,2. Then t .L .L 1. l..L 
y,M;: bt n b2• Then (/JI y n M;: rt_1(x) n y = (/J, a contradiction . 
.L .L Next suppose m1 ,m2 E L /W) and m1 n r t-l (x) = m2 n r t-l (x) = M. Then 
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by the previous paragraph m2 s. m~. Set N = <m1,m2>. Claim N.l n W = N. 
Since W ;;;' A r,(K) if V E V(W), then V.l n W E Sing and either V.l n W E P 
s,L = -- s-1 
or V.l n W = V. Suppose N.l n WE s-lP. Since NE ~,N lies in two maximal 
singular subspaces, one of rank 3 and one of rank n. Since 
Ms_ r 2(y), y (j_' <M,N>.1. Since rk (<M,N>) ~ 4, it follows that 
rk(<M,N>.l) = n. <y,N> is a singular subspace of rank three on N and 
<y,N> n <M,N>1. = N. Therefore <y,N>.l = <y,N>. However, we are assuming 
rk(N.lnW) = s-1. N.l n W s_ y.1. Then <y,N.l n W> is a singular subspace, 
.l .l 
<y,N n W> ~ <y,N> and rk(<y,N nW>) = s ~ 2t + 1 ~ 5, a contradiction. 
Th 'f .l ( ) .l us, i m1 n rt-Ix = m2 
.l 
n r t-l (x), then <m1 ,m2> n W = <m1 ,m2>. 
Suppose .l .l now m1,m2 E Ly(W), m2 s_ m1 and <m1,m2> n W = <m1,m2>. Set 
.l M. 
i 
= m • 
1 
n r _1(x). We prove N1 = N2 . Let n E L(N 1). Then n s_ r 2(y), but 
.l f .l .l .l .l l. 
ml S. 
type 
n n y. However, rk(n ny) = 2 and n n y s. W. Also, from the 
of L 
a 
h .l .l P- Th f .l 1. • • 1 we see tat <y,n n y > E . ere ore n n y is a maxima 
singular plane: of W. However, each line of W lie in a unique· singular plane 
.l 
of W which is maximal in W. Since m1 s_ <m1,m2> and <m 1,m2> n W = <m 1,m2>, 
it follows that <m 1 ,m2> = n.l n y.l. Now N1 - ml. n n.l ~ m2. 
Therefore N1 ~= N2 . Since rk(N 1) = rk(N2), N1 = N2 as claimed. 
Now we have shown there is an injective map ·cI> from V (W) 
max 
{VE -~(W): V.l n w = W} into 2 2P(U). Now for v1,v2 EV (W), define t- . max 
6(Vl,V2) ={WE V (W) V. n WE L, i = 1,2}. Set 
max i a 
A(V 1,V2) ={VE Vmax(W) V n V' E La, for every V' E 6 (V 1,v2)}. If we set 
A= {A(v 1,v2): V1 #V2 EV (W)}, then (V (W),A) ~PG(s-2,K). Now max max 
2t_2P(U) is naturally isomorphic to PG(2t-1,K). We finally show that cI> is 
a morphism of projective spaces. Since cil is injective this will imply 
s - 2:; 2t - l from which we deduces:; 2t + I as desired . 
.l Let A= ),(v 1v2) EA. Set Mi= vi n rt_ 1(x). Then M1 n M2 = {u} is a 
point. Then {y,u}.l s_ W, {y,u}.l ;;;- A3 2 (K) and a E {y,u}.l. It is clear to 
.l ' . 
see that Vmax(W) n X/{y,u}) = A(v 1,v2) and from this our claim now follows . 
.l (4.11) NOTATION. If d(x,y) = k ~ 2, set R(x,y) = <x n rk_ 1(y),x>. 
(So (x,R(x,y))ER2k-1). 
(4.12) LEMMA. Let d(x,y) = k ~ 2 and be a geodesic from x toy. If 
.l 
x = R(x,y), then X'IT is defined. Moreover, X'IT = R(y,x) = <y,y n rk_ 1(x)>. 
PROOF. Induction on k ~ 2. Suppose k = 2. Then X = R (x,y) = 
x.l n S(x,y) = <x, {x,y }.l >. For z e: {x,y }.l , X = z.l n S(x,y) and y e: X • 
z z 
Thus, if 1r = (x,z,y), then X 
'IT 
.l <y,{ x,y} > = R(y,x) • 
is defined and X = (X )· = S(x,y) n y.l = 
'IT z y 
Assume now that the result is true for all ks t and let k = t + I. 
]3 
Let 'IT = (x = x0 ,x1, ••• ,xt+l = y) be ·a geodesic path from x to y. Set x 1 = a. 
We show that A= R(a,y) =<a, rt_ 1(y) n a.l > .=. Xa. Of course it suffices to 
show r t-l (y) n a.l ..=. Xa since Xa e: Suba. Let b e: r t-l (x) n a.l, c e: {x,b}.l • 
.l Then d(c,y) = t and c e: rt(y) n x • Choose c e: r 2(a). c e: X = R(x,y) and 
a.l n S(a,c) c X • However, S(a,c) = S(x,b) and hence b e: X •. Now if 
- a a 
p = (a=x1 ,x2, ••• ,xt = y) , then by induction AP is defined. Since A ~ Xa, 
(x )pis defined. But (X )p = X and hence X is defined. Note by induction 
a .l a 1r 'IT 
we also have X'IT.::. y n rt_ 1(a). However, 
.l Therefore, X ~ <y,y n r (x)> = R(y,x). Since both (y,X) and 
'IT- t 'IT 
(y,R(y,x)) e: R2t+l we have X'IT = R(y,x). 
Now let (x,X) e: Rt. suppose d(x,y) = k > [t;t]. Then 
.l .l 
x n rk-l (y) ~ A2k _ 1, 2 • Since 2k - I> t, x n r t-l (y) 1_ X. We remark that 
at this point it now follows diam (P,r) = [n;I] • 
Now set 
D(x,X) = U {y: d(x,y) = k, R(x,y) c X} u {x} 
k~I 
(4.12) REMARK. x.l n D(x,X) = X 
(4.13) LEMMA. Let (x,X) e: Rt, ye: X- {x}, Y = Xy. Then D(x,X) = D(y,Y). 
PROOF. As Y = X by (4.8) it suffices to prove D(y,Y) .=. D(x,X). Recall 
X 
X = y U .l [ S ( y, z) n y .l J • 
ze:x-y 
Now let z e: D(y,Y) with d(y,z) = k. Of course if z = x, then z e: D(x,X). :I'his 
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leaves four cases to consider: 
(i) d(x,z) = k-1 ~ 1 • 
' (ii) d(x,z) = k + 1 
(iii) d(x,z) = k, d(xy,z) = k - 1 . 
' (iv) xy .=. rk(z) . 
(i) x.L n rk_2(x). Then r 2 (y) • .L Let u e: u € If V € {u,y} , then 
rk-1 (z) .L .L .L .L V € n Y • Thus {u,y} C y and hence y n S(u,y) = <y,{u,y} C y • 
l. 
r 2(x). S(y,u) = S(x,v). Then x l. n S(x,v) = Now choose v e: {u,y} n Then 
l. 
n S(y,u) c Y = x. Thus u e: x. X 
- X 
(ii) Let u e: rk(z) n xl.. Suppose u e: yJ.. Then d(yu,z) = k. Let 
l. l. 
v e: rk_ 1(z) n (yu) • Then v e: Y n r 2 (x). X = Yx ~ x n S(x,v) and sou e: X. 
l. Thus assume u e: r 2(y). Now let v e: {x,u,y} • d(z,v'):;;; k + 1 for each 
v' e: xv since v' e: y.L and d(y,z) = k. However, if d(xv,z) = k + 1, then 
(xv)J. n rk(z) e: Sing. contradicting u,y e: (xv)J. n rk(z). Then without loss of 
generality we may assume v e: rk(z). By the first part of this paragraph 
l. l. 
v e: X. Now Rad ({x,y,u} ) = {x}, hence there is awe: {x,y,u} n r 2(z). Then 
.L 
also we: X. Then X ~ S(v,w) n x and sou e: X. 
(iii) Let w = xy n rk_ 1(z). Let u e: rk_ 1(z) n xJ.. If u e: yJ., then 
u e: Y n xl. c Y = X. So assume u e: r 2(y). As in (ii) we can find a, b with 
- X l. l. 
a e: r 2 (b), a,b e: {x,u,w} n rk_ 1(z). Then also a,b e: y and so 
a,b e: rk_ 1(z) n y.L .=. Y. Then S(a,b) n yl. .=_ Y. As x e: S(a,b) it follows that 
1. • J. J. J. S (a, b) n x c Y = X. Since u e: a n b n x , u e: X. 
- X 
l. l. .L (iv) Let u e: rk-J (z) n x • If u e:(xy) , then u e: Y nx c x. Thus assume 
l. l. 
u e: r 2 (y). Now (xy) n rk_ 1(z) e: Zk-Z P and u i (xy) n rk_ 1(Z). Clearly, 
we may assume k > 1, for otherwise u = x. Thus ul. n (xy)J. n rk-l (z,) e: L. 
Then we can find v e: r 2 (u) n (xy) J. n r k-I (z). Let a e: {x, u, v }J. • Since 
u e: (a')J. n rk-l (z) for each a' e: ax, d(z,a') :;;; k. However, if d(xa,z) = k 
we get a contradiction: u,v e: (ax)J. n rk_ 1(z) e: Sing. Therefore 
d(xa,z) = k-1, so without loss we may assume a e: rk_ 1(z) and av.=. rk_ 1(z). 
Let be: rk_2(z) n (av).L. Since v e: {y,b}J. ,d(y,b) = 2. Since 
l. l. {y,b} .=. rk_ 1(z), S(y,b) n y .=. Y. Consequently, Yv ~ S(y,b) n 
v e: Y n xJ., v e: X. Since b e: S(y,b) n vJ., b e: Y • As x e: Y n 
V 
l. 
v • Since 
l. 
V X € Y • 
V 
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.1 Now d(x,b) = 2, so x n S(x,b) c (Y) = Y = X by (4.9). As a E {x,b}.1, 
- V X X 
a EX. However, Rad ({x,u,v}.1) 
with c E r 2 (a). Then as above, 
= {x}, so we can find a c E {x,u,v}.1 n rk-l (z) 
c EX. Then x.1 n S(a,c) .=. X, and so 
.1 .1 
u E {a,c,x} .=. S(a,c) n x • 
(4.14) COROLLARY. Let (x,X) E Rt, y. E D(x,X) and ,r a geodesic from x toy, 
then X is defined , X = D(x,X) n y.1 and if Y = X , then D(x,X) = D(y,Y) 
1T 1T 1T 
PROOF. This follows from (4.13) and induction on d(x,y). 
(4.15) REMARK. The corollary implies that D(x,X) E Sub and for any 
-
a,b E D(x,X) and every geodesic path ,r from a to bis contained in D(x,X). 
It follows that D(x,X) satisfies the hypotheses of the main theorem. Thus, 
if t < n, then by induction D(x,X) ~ Dt+l,t+l(K) • 
Now set Pt+I = {D(x,X): (x,X) E Rt},P= Pn-l" For D1,n2 E P, define 
D1 ::::: D2 if and only if D1 n D2 ,J 0 • 
Now suppose D1 ,D2 E P , D1 :::::: D2 • Let x E D1 n D2• By considering 
Lx, lx(Di), i = 1,2, we see that ~(D 1 n D2 ) = Lx(D 1) n Lx(D2) ~ An-i,z· 
Since this is true for each x E D1 n D2 we have 
Now if D1 :::::: D2 , set £.(D 1 ,D2) = {D E P: D. ~ D1 n D2} and 
L = U(D1 ,D2) : D1 ,D2 E P, D1 :::: D2} • Thus we have an incidence structure 
(P,L). 
.1 (4. 17) LEMMA. Let D € p , X € p - D. If r 2 (x) n D ,J 0, then X n D ,J 0 . 
PROOF. Let w E r2(x) n D. L (D) ~ A -1 z(K), L (S(x,w)) ~ A3 2' let ,r (D) w n , w , w 
be the hyperplane of ,r underlying L (D) and ,r (x) the three subspace 
w w w 
underlying L (S(x,w)). Then ,r (x) meets ,r (D) in a least a plane so 
w w w 
Lw(D) n Lw(S(x,w)) a contains a singular plane of 1w· Therefore 
.l 
3P(S(x,w)nD) ,J 0. IfME 3P(S(x,w)nD), thenMnxE ~(D), in particular 
D n x.1 ,J 0 as claimed. 
(4.18) LEMMA. IfD EP, x E P-D, then x.ln D # 0. 
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PROOF. Sets= d(D,x). Wish to proves= I. Suppose on the contrary that 
s > I. Choose z ED with d(x,z) =sand let x = x0 ,x 1, ••• ,xs = z be a 
geodesic from x to z. Let y = x 2 . Then d(x,y) = s -2. s- .L 
Since d(s,x) = s, y E P -D. Since r2 (y) nD f,. 0, by (4. 17) y n Df,. 0 . 
.L If w E y n D, then w E D and d(x, w) ~ s - I , a contradiction • Therefore 
s = I. 
.,.. 
(4. I 9) NOTATION. For x E P , x = {D E P : x E D}. For 
D E p, /::. (D) = {DI : D DI } • 
.A (4.20) LEMMA. x, together with its Zines, is a projective space of rank n 
over K. 
PROOF. Clearly~ is a singular subspace of (P,L). We define a map from 
i°' to {X : (X : (x,X) E Rn-I} by D f-r D n x.L . Suppose D1 ,D2 E x. Then this map 
.L 
carries >..(D 1,D2) to {X: (x,X) E Rn_ 1,x .=. D1 n D2 nx }. However, 
(x,D 1 n D2 n x.L) E Rn-Z • Then ~. together with its lines is isomorphic to 
the incidence structure whose points are the hyperplanes of II (~ PG (n,K)) 
X 
and lines are the subspaces of codimension two with inclusion as incidence. 
This is of course a projective space of rank n over K as claimed. 
( 4. 2 I) LEMMA. Suppose x I. D E P. Then }{ n !::.(D) is a hyperp Zane of x. 
.L PROOF. We know D n x 
JL Let y ED n X, TI (D) y 
f:. ~- Since Dis geodisically closed, x.L.n DE Sing . 
the hyperplane of TI underlying L (D). The line which y y 
xy is identified with meets TI (D). Then r (xy) n L (D) is a singular sub-
y y .L .Ly 
of rank n - 2 and therefore rk(Dnx ny) = n - I. Since space of L 
.Ly 
yEDnx E . .L .L .L .L k( ) d ~,ing, D n x = D n x n y . Set N = D n x . r <N,x> = n, an 
so M = <N,x> + E P = P. Then L (M) is a maximal singular subspace of rank 
n X 
n - I and consists of all lines 
D' E ~ and D n D' f,. ~- Then D n 
of IT lying on a point 
x_ . 
D' E P 2 and x ED' -
K = D n x.L E n-Zp 
.L n-
and rk(<PnD'nx ,x>) = n - I. Set K = 
ITD of rrx. Now suppose 
(DnD'). By the above 
.L 
<D n D' n x , x>, L (K) 
X 
is a singular subspace of L of rank n - 2. If IT (D') is the hyperplane of 
X X 
IT corresponding to L (D'), then IT (D') contain ITD. It now follows that 
X X X 
/::.(D) n ~ = {D' E 1: ~(D') ~ ITD} and this is a hyperplane of~-
The next two results finish the proof. 
(4.22) PROPOSITION. (P,L) is a thick., non-degenerate polar space., D 1 (K). n+ 
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PROOF. Clearly (P,L) is thick. Let A A(D 1,D2) E L ' D E P. Let x E D l n D2. 
If XE D, then A .=_ L'i(D), so assume X f. D. Then L'i(D) n i is a hyperplane of 
- (4.2), in particular either L'i(D) I A n L'i(D) I (P,L) is a X by A C or = l. Thus 
polar spacie. Now suppose D E P . If y E D , then L (D) - A 1 2 (K). Since y n-' 
L === A 2 (K), y.L r/: D, so D # P. If x E P-D, then by (4.21) x _¢ L'i(D), so y n, -
Di Rad(P) and as D was arbitrary, Rad(P) = 0. Also by (4.21), xis a 
maximal singular subspace of (P,L) and so by (4.20), rk(P,L) = n + 1. 
To see that this is of type D it suffices to show that the residue at a point 
D of P , LD , is of type D. The map 
At--+ n D' 
D' EA 
from L to P (D) is a biJ0 ective morphism D n-1 
(lines of LD go to Pn_ 2(D), and the latter is a polar space Dn(K). This com-
pletes the proposition. 
THEOREM. (P ,L) === D + I + I (K) n ,n 
PROOF. The map x 1---r ~ is a map from P onto a subset of the maximal singular 
subspaces of (P ,L). Now if ,e_ E L , then ,e_ = n ,e_ y is easily seen to have 
AX YE 
rank k - I by passing to L (D E .l if and only if the hyperplane 1T (D) contains 
X X 
the line "xy" of 1T ) • From this it follows that {'x : x E P} is contained in 
X 
a single class and y E x.L if and only if rk(x ny) = rkGc) -2 = rk(y)-2. Since 
L === A (K) it follows that {x : x E P} is an entire class and the proof is 
X n,2 
complete. 
5. NEAR 2n-Gons 
In this section we recall the definition of a near 2n-gons as introduced 
by SHULT and YANUSHKA [8], and some related notions. 
(5.1) DEFINITION. An incidence structure (P,L) with point-graph (P,L'i) and 
metric d( , ) = dl'i ( , ) is a near 2n-gon if (P,L'i) is connected with diameter 
n and for any pair (x,l) E P x L with d(x,l) = t, there is a unique y E ,e_ 
with d(x,y) = t. 
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y El with d(x,y) = t. 
(5.2) REMARK. If (P,~) is a bipartite graph, then (P,~) is a near 2n-gon for 
. 
some n. In this case lines all have two points. Conversely, a near 2n-gon 
with two points on each line is bipartite graph. We will refer to such near-
2n-gons as thi~. 
(5.3) NOTATION. For x E P, Mx) is as usual and x.L = Mx) u {x}. 
(5.4) DEFINITION. A subset X of Pis 2-closed if, whenever x, y E X,d(x,y) = 2, 
.L .L then x n y .=. X • 
(5.5) DEFINITION. In a near 2n-gon, a quad is a subset Q of P satisfying 
(i) Q is 2-closed 
(ii) diam (Q,~IQ) = 2 
(iii) Q contains an ordinary quadrangle 
Note a quad, together with its lines is a generalized quadrangle. 
(5.6) DEFINITION. (i) In a near 2n-gon (P,L) we say quads exists if whenever 
d(x,y) = 2 there exists a quad containing x and y. 
(ii) Let x E P, Q a quad of (P,L). The pair (x,Q) is classical if there is 
a unique pointy E Q with d(x,Q) = d(x,y) = d and {z E Q: d(x,z) = 
.L d+l}=Qny 
(5.7) DEFINITION. A dual polar space is the incidence structure whose points 
are the maximal isotropic (singular) subspaces of a non-degenerate polar 
space and whose lines are the next to maximal isotropic subspaces. 
Note when the polar space is of type D the near 2n-gon is thin. 
n 
Cumeron has the following characterization of dual polar spaces [9] . 
(5.8) THEOREM. An incidence structure (P,L) is a dual polar space of rank n 
if and only if the following hold 
(i) (P,L) is a near 2n-gon; 
(ii) quads ex-is t; 
(iii) every po-int-quad pair is classical. 
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We give a proof of this in the case that (P,L) is thin using our main 
theorem. More precisely we prove. 
(5.9) THEOREM. Let (P,6) be a connected bipartite graph of diameter n ~ 3. 
Further assume 
(i) If d(x,y) = 2, then Ix~ n y~ I >-2; 
(ii) In the near 2n-gon (P,~) quads exist and aZZ point-quad pairs are cZas-
sicaZ. 
Then one of the foZZowing occurs 
(i) n = 3, there is a skew fieZd K such that (P,6) is the duaZ poZdr> space 
of type n3 (K); or 
(ii) n ~ 4, there is a fieZd K such that (P,6) is the duaZ poZar space of 
type D (K). 
n 
6. CHARACTERIZATION OF THIN CLASSICAL NEAR 2n-GONS 
As usual Ai (x) = {y : d(x,y) = i} • Let P = P 1 u P 2 be the partition of P 
as the connected components of 62 • If x,y € Pi and d(x,y) = 2, then there 
is a unique quad on x and y which we denote by Q(x,y). Let Q be the collection 
of quads. 
6.A. In this subsection we assume n = 3 and show conclusion (i) if (5.8) holds 
PROOF. Let x € Q1 n Q2• Suppose x € P1 • Choose ui €Qin 62(x) =Qin P1 • 
Then d(u 1,u2) = 2. Set Q = Q(u 1,u2). Now x IQ for otherwise Q = Q1 = Q2 • 
Therefore, the unique point v € Q with d(v,x) = d(Q,z) is in P2 and d(v,x)= 1. 
~ ~ C :, Then v € x n ui - Qi and {x,v} €A. If Q1 n Q2 {={x,v}, then either 
IQ 1 n Q2 n P1 1 > Jor IQ1 n Q2 n P2 1 >I.In either case we get Q1 = Q2 ,a 
contradiction. 
We shall for the remainder of this subsection say two distinct quads 
are "collinear" if they meet. If Q1 ,Q2 are collinear, let 
;\.(Ql'Q2) = {Q € Q: Q.::. QI n Q2}. Let A= {;\.(Ql,Q2): QI ,/: Q2 € Q, QI n Q2,/: ~}. 
We innnediately have 
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(6.2) LEMMA. (Q,A) is a partial Zinea;r, spaae. 
Note that lines are in one-to-one correspondence with edges in 6. For 
such an edge, {x,a}, we will write A{x,a} for the corresponding line. The 
next lemma gives a concrete description of this line. 
(6.3) LEMMA. In {x,a} e: 6, A {x,a} = {Q(x,y) y e: Ll(a) - {x}} 
PROOF. If ye: 6(a),y # x, then Q(x,y) _=. {x,a} and Q(x,y) e: A{x,a}. On the 
other hand, if Q e: A{x,a} , then for any y e: g n 62(x) , y e: 6(a) and 
Q = Q(x,y). 
(6.4) PROPOSITION. (Q,A) is a polar space of type D3 • 
PROOF. First we show (Q,A) is a gamma space: let A= A{x,a} for {x,a} e: 6 
and Q e: Q. If Q n {x,a} # 0 , then Q is collinear with each point of A so 
we may assume Q n {x,a} = 0. We show in this case Q is collinear with at 
most one point of A. Suppose Q e: A, Q n Q1 # 0. Let Q n Q1 = {y,b} where 
{a,y}, {b,x} e: 6. Suppose that Q1 # Q2 e: A. Then y i Q2 , but a e: Q2 n 6(y). 
If Q n Q2 # 0 , then Q2 n 6(y) e: Q. Since a e: Q we cannot have Q n Q2 # 0 
as asserted. Thus (Q,A) is a gamma space. Now consider a line A= A{x,a} and 
a point Q e: Q \A • Since diam (P,r) = 3, Q n 6(a) # 0 . By (6.3) this implies 
Q is collinear with some point of Land consequently (Q,A) is a polar space. 
Since the induced structure on the lines of (Q,A) contains a fixed Q is 
isomorphic to the dual of Q it follows from TITS [ 5 ] (Q, r) ~ n3 (K), K a 
Now it is obvious to see that for x e: P , ~ = {Q e: Q: x e: Q} is a 
maximal singular subspace of the polar space (Q,A). The result in this case 
follows. 
6.B. Hence-forth assume n ~ 4. Set P = P1 and r = 62 1 P. 
(6.5) NOTATION. If x,y e: P, d(x,y) = 2(so dr(x,y) = I), set xy = Q(x,y) n P. 
* Set L, = {xy: x,y e: P ,dr(x,-) = I}. For x e: P, x = r(x) u {x}. 
(6.6) LEMMA. (P,Q) is a strong r-space. 
PROOF. Let x,y,z E p with y E r(x) ,x,y E rd(z). Set Q = Q(x,y). Let a E Q 
d6 (z,Q) = d6(z,a). If a E P, then d6(z,x) -2 = 2d-2. In this case 
{a}= l n rd_ 1(z). If a E P2 , then d6(z,a) = 2d-1 and 
xy = P n Q = P n 6(a) .=. t.2d(z) = rd(z), and so in this case xy .=. rd(z). 
* (6.7) LEMMA. Let l EL, x EP a:nd l .=. rd(x) with d ~ 2. Then l n rd-I (x) 
is a non-empty singula:t> suhspace .of (P, ) . a*= yQlr*) . 
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PROOF. Note, if a E P2 , then t.(a) is a singular subspace of (P,L.). By def-
inition of quads, there is a unique Q E L., Q _:: l, which we denote by 
Q(l). Let a E Q such that d~(x,a) = d6 (x,Q). Since l .=. rd(x) = t.2d(x), a E P2 • 
* Therefore d6(a,x) = 2d- I. Choose y E 6(a) n t.2d_2(x). Then y El since 
* y, l .=. t.(a). Also y E rd- I (x) , so rd- I (x) n l -:/: 0 . 
* We next show for any y E rd_ 1(x) nl that y E 6(a) which will prove 
rd_ 1(x) n l* is a r-clique by our first remark. Let u,v El. Consider Q(y,u). 
Now 6(y) n 6(u) .=. t.2d_ 1(x). If v E Q(y,u), then Q(y,u) = Q(u,v) = Q(l) con-
tradicting d6 (x,y) = 2d-2 and Q n P .=. rd(x). Therefore d6 (Q(y,u),v) ~ I. But 
d6 (y,v) = d6 (y,u) = 2 and so it follows that if bis the unique point of 
Q(x,u) closest to v, then b E P2 and d6(b,v) = I. 
Since b E t.(y) , d6 (b,x) :s: 2d - 1. Since b E t.(u) n 6 (v), b E Q(u, v) = Q. But 
Q n t.2d-l (x) = {a}, so b = a. Since (P,Q) is a strong r-space rd-I (x) n l* 
is a subspace and the leI!lllla is proved. 
(6.8) LEMMA. Let x,y E P, dr(x,y) = 2,z E r(x) n r(y). Then there exists 
v E r(x) nr(y) n r 2(z). 
PROOF. Let a E P2 n Q(x,z), b E P2 n Q(y,z). As dr(x,y) = 2, a-:/: b. Since 
z E 6(a) n 6 (b) we µave d6 (a,b) = 2 and z E Q(a,b). Let u E Q(a,b) n P, u-:/: z. 
z i Q(x,y) n Q(y,u). For if z E Q(x,y) n Q(y,u), then Q(x,y) = Q(z,u) = Q 
(y,u). Thus dr(x,y) = 1, a contradiction. Now P n Q(x,y), P n Q(y,u) .=. r(z). 
It follows that there is a unique a 1,b 1 in Q(x,u) n 6 (z), Q(y,u) n 6(z), 
respectively, namely a and b. Let a2 E 6(x) n 6(u), a2 -:/: a and b2 choosen 
similarly. Then a2,b2 E t.3(z). Then Q(a2,b2) n r(z) = {u}. Now if 
v E 6(a2) n 6(b2), v-:/: u, then v c: r(x) n r(y) n r 2(z). 
(6. 9) LEMMA. Let l E Q, x E P with l .=. r 2(x). Then C(x,l) 
contains a line. 
* * = x n l properly 
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PROOF. Set Q = Q(l). Let a be the unique point in Q n 83 (x). Let x, b,y, a 
be a geodesic from x to a. Then Q(a,b) n Pis a line contained in C(x,l). 
Now let c E Q(x,y) n P2 , c I b. Then y E Q(a,c) and Q(a,c) I Q(a,b). 
Therefore P n Q(q,c) n Q(a,b) = {y}. But P n Q(a,c) is a line in C(x,l) and 
P n Q(a,c) IP n Q(a,b) and (6.9) is proved. 
(6.10) LEMMA. If x,y E P , dr(x,y) = 2, then r(x) n r(y) is a polar space of 
rank three. 
PROOF. r(x) n r(y) is a r-space with thick lines. By (6.8) r(x) n r(y) is 
non-degenerate. From (6.7) it follows that r(x) n r(y) is a polar space. 
Now let z E r(x) n r(y), u E r(x) n r(y) n r(-z). Since xz s r(u), 
yz S r(u), there is a unique b E Q(x,z) n 8(u) and a unique c € Q(y,z) n 8(u). 
Then u E P n Q(b,c). It follows that the lines on z in r(x) n r(y) is a grid 
isomorphic to [Q(y,z) n P2J x [Q(x,z) n P2J. From this it follows that 
maximal singular subspaces of r(x) n r(y) are planes and rk(r(x) n r(y)) = 3. 
We have now shown that (Dl)-(D3) hold for (P,L). Thus, either 
(P,L) ~ D (K) for some field Kor (P,L) is a polar space of rank 4. However, 
n,n 
in the latter case, by the end of 6.10 and TITS [5] we have 
(P,L) ~ D4 (K) ~ n4 , 4(K). Now the points in P2 can be identified with the 
maximal singular subspaces of (P,L) with projective dimension n-1. From this 
identification it now follows that P1 u P2 can be identified with the maximal 
singular subspaces of an orthogonal space V of dimension 2n(~8) over a field 
K, with index n, such that two are collinear if and only if they meet in an 
(n-1) dimensional subspace. This completes the proof of (5.10). 
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